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By Steve McIlwaine 
 
ABSTRACT 
Ten metropolitan or national newspapers – nine Australian and one New Zealand – were analysed over 
either seven or six years for their content of science stories according to strict criteria aimed at filtering out 
“non-core” science, such as computer technology, as well as what was considered non-science and pseudo-
science. The study sought to establish the proportions of “real” science to total editorial content in these 
newspapers. Results were compared with similar content in US, UK, European and South-East Asian 
dailies. 
 
Introduction 
 
Although quite rigorous surveys by science-based organisations in Britain, the United States and Australia 
(Saulwick poll 1989, AGB McNair poll 1997) have shown uniformly that news consumers want to see or 
hear much more about science in news media, significantly above their appetite for sport and politics, news 
media appear not to have responded. Despite a substantial increase from a very low base in what is 
described as science news in the past 30 years (Arkin 1990, DITAC 1991, p.35-43, Harris, 1993, 
McCleneghan, 1994) and especially in the 1990s (Metcalfe and Gascoigne 1995), the increase seems not to 
have kept pace with apparent demand. The “blame” for such responses – or non-responses – to audience 
data have been studied previously (Riffe and Belbase 1983, Culbertson and Stempel 1984, Thurlow and 
Milo 1993, Beam 1995) in relation to such areas as overseas and medical news and appear to indicate in 
part an inertia, conservatism or hostility among senior news executives. 
 
Meanwhile, scientists, science journalists and science educators are increasingly frustrated by the media’s 
apparent failure to respond to the research findings (Lowe 1997).  Scientists in Australia have reflected the 
views of their colleagues in other countries when they perceive their own standing in society as continually 
diminished through minimal representation in the media (Schibeci 1991) and fear for the future of science 
education  (Nunn 1979, Haynes 1989, Mackellar 1997). But what is the real nature of this representation? 
A study by the then Department of Industry Technology and Commerce (DITAC) published in 1991 found 
science and technology accounted for an average of 1.3 per cent of the total area of news coverage in the 
previous 10 years. Papers carrying more than 2 per cent of news coverage devoted to science and 
technology (including much computer technology and other non-scientific material) were The Sydney 
Morning Herald and The Sun-Herald, The Australian and The Weekend Australian, The Herald 
(Melbourne), The Canberra Times and The Age. However, Lowe (1999), cited an unpublished 1998 study 
by Griffith University student Paul Woolnough which, he said, showed that even if a very broad definition 
of science was used, only about 1 per cent of news and current affairs in the electronic media was devoted 
to it, and an even smaller percentage of newspaper space. 
 
Scientists have long been vocal in their criticism, not only of the amount of science news carried by the 
news media, but also the quality of that news (Pfeiffer 1958, Wiebe 1973, Hunt 1989, Berlau 1995, 
Mathieson 1998, Fitzpatrick 2000), alleging inaccuracy, distortion and misrepresentation. However, a new 
and more urgent complaint is that science news is being displaced increasingly by “consumer health” news 
and articles about non-science, such as astrology and “new wave” lifestyle, that are passed off as news 
about science (Social Issues Research Centre 2003). Mackellar (1997), chairman until 1997 of the 
Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science, sees in this displacement a 
thorough undermining of contemporary science. Replying to the question of why ANZAAS had been 
wound up in 1997, he said: 
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You see that the public professes an interest in science whenever it’s asked 
about such things in opinion polls; it suggests that science is even more 
interesting to it than sports news. However, one doesn’t feel that by the way 
editors react to this—or the public react in terms of their buying—and perform 
on the basis of the professed interest in science. There’s also the problem that 
much of what passes in media discussions, a lot of it is pseudo-science and a lot 
of that is very close to anti-science. (The Science Show, October 4, 1997)  
In the absence of any recent available literature on the subject, this paper seeks to establish more precisely 
how much “real” science is published in Australian newspapers by examining individual newspapers over 
the past six or seven years for their content of science news according to a strict set of criteria. These 
criteria were aimed at filtering out what is “passed off” as science by trying to insist on terms within 
newspaper stories that best described current scientific activity in all fields, including medicine. Although 
this approach was certain to result in some minor elimination of stories that would otherwise fit the “real” 
science criteria, it was confidently predicted that most “non-science” and “pseudo-science” would also be 
winnowed out. Such marginally scientific copy as computer technology and reviews was also expected to 
be eliminated. No attempt was made to compare the actual size of science stories across the survey period – 
the principal object of inquiry was not absolute area occupied but the number and relative representation of 
science stories. Personal experience with newspaper planning and design suggests strongly that articles in 
contemporary modular newspapers are not shortened if newspaper space declines – they simply become 
fewer. This means that fewer editorial items published means less editorial space available and that the 
ratio between the two is relatively constant. It is taken in this paper, then, that science stories will be 
published in the same variety of size of other news and feature stories and will have a very similar “mean” 
size to that of all other stories. Analysis of hard copies of newspapers used in this research strongly 
supports this assumption.   
 
Method 
 
The Lexis.Nexis database was used to search for and isolate newspaper content that matched the desired 
criteria. The database includes the News metropolitan dailies and Sundays (excluding the Melbourne 
Herald-Sun/ Sunday Herald-Sun and The Northern Territory News/The Sunday Territorian) from early 
1996, the Fairfax dailies and Sundays and the Stokes-Rural Press daily The Canberra Times from early 
1997. The independently owned The West Australian is not included.  Complete New Zealand data are 
available only for The Dominion/Dominion-Post.  The newspapers studied were The Sydney Morning 
Herald/The Sun-Herald (circulation M-F 223,000, Sat 377,000, Sun 568,000); The Age, Melbourne 
(191,000, 309,000, 190,000); The Australian Financial Review (90,000, 90,000); The Canberra Times 
(39,000, 70,000); The Australian/The Weekend Australian (131,000, 301,000); The Advertiser/The Sunday 
Mail, Adelaide (200,000, 271,000, 342,000); The Mercury/The Sunday Tasmanian, Hobart (50,000, 63,000, 
57,000); The Courier-Mail/The Sunday Mail, Brisbane (212,000, 329,000, 587,000); The Daily 
Telegraph/The Sunday Telegraph, Sydney (411,000, 339,000, 721,000); and The Dominion/The Dominion-
Post, Wellington, New Zealand (101,000). The database includes each editorial item published in each 
newspaper each day. Items can be displayed in lists within stated periods or as individual items selected 
from the lists. Each item’s word length and page is stated. The extensive Boolean search-word 
combinations permitted by the database (up to 1000 characters in a search-word pattern) make capture of 
desired items potentially much more precise than even the “advanced” search capabilities of most 
databases. However, the very complexity of the search capability requires great care in choosing and 
ordering search terms so as not to produce unintended contradictions or exclusions. Trial and error – and 
comparisons with hard copies of newspapers – eventually resulted in a satisfactory isolation in time and 
terms of the desired articles. Particular emphasis was placed on the simultaneous appearance of the terms 
“science”, “scientist[s]” (with a “wild-card extension to include “scientific”) and  “research” (with a “wild-
card” extension to include combinations such as “researcher[s]”, “researching” and “researched”), while 
eliminating such combinations as “social science”, “political science” and “science fiction”. The searches 
delivered mostly news and feature items, as intended, from local and wire sources, as well as editorial 
opinion items and letters to the editor. Letters were accepted as relevant to the study at hand because their 
selection and publication is not only the result of editorial decision but they also reflect on or develop the 
themes of editorial items published recently in the same newspaper. Other less relevant items also were 
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unavoidably included in the search outcomes, including occasional commentary on television programs, 
book reviews and annual honours lists (“. . . scientist . . . for services to science and research . . . ). 
However, these were considered so relatively few and, in the case of television commentary and book 
reviews, close enough to the objectives of the search to be included without significantly distorting the 
findings. Other, more serious, difficulties resulted from newspapers’ periodic and unpredictable bouts of 
duplication, in which for some days, weeks or months items were repeated once or more for no apparent 
reason or as a result of two or more editions – mostly identical – being published. These repetitions cropped 
up most frequently in The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age in all years and in The Australian and The 
Weekend Australian in 2000. Checking and elimination were required to identify and remove such 
duplication. Items repeated but amended in a second or third edition, such as those being cut to fit a new 
space and given a new headline  (and these occur mostly in the front few news pages), were not counted 
again. Items that occurred as new stories or as substantial rewriting and updating of previous stories were 
included in the count as separate items. The database also occasionally and inexplicably omits days, weeks 
or entire months of content. These gaps, which may be due to such unrepresentative events as industrial 
disputes, technical breakdowns or, far more likely, “glitches” in the database’s collection process, must be 
either avoided by selecting another representative day or week or compensated for by extrapolation. Other 
obviously untypical returns, such as sudden doubling or tripling of a week’s or day’s total without 
duplications and representing special editions or supplements, were avoided by selecting another week in 
the month. Fortunately, major omissions requiring estimation are few enough to be manageable: those rare 
years lacking one or two months of data could still be compared as representing truncated, though 
meaningful, proportions of “science” stories to truncated totals. 
 
Items containing the search terms were in most cases few enough to be extracted from a given year’s limits. 
Because, until late January 2003 the database could not display lists of more than 1000 items (it was then 
expanded to 3000 items), some searches, especially those that turned up much-duplicated results, had to be 
divided into successive six-month or shorter batches. Total numbers of items in editions were counted in 
the week from the second day of each month, the year’s weeks’ totals averaged and an annual number 
calculated. This method was checked against a total count of one newspaper for one year (The Mercury, 
Hobart) and found to be an underestimate of 170 in 32,826 or about 0.5%. This very small discrepancy may 
be seen as fortuitous, since no further verifications were attempted, but does suggest that the estimation 
process is valid at least for the purposes of this study, in which annual totals were rounded off to the nearest 
hundred. The 1000-item limit, again, especially in the much-duplicated returns, required that almost all 
weeks’ totals in the larger dailies had to be the sums of several daily or two-day batches. The annual totals 
of “science” items were then calculated as percentages of the year’s overall total. The 10 newspapers were 
surveyed also for a “control” subject – education and schools – in a similar way.  
 
This survey of Australasian daily newspapers was conducted concurrently with a similar, yet unpublished,  
survey of major dailies in the US, UK, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Singapore and Malaysia . 
Australasian and overseas results can be compared. 
 
Results 
 
The tables below show the proportions of “science” items to total editorial items each year for each 
newspaper studied.  
 
The Mercury/The Sunday Tasmanian 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 327 165 0.50 
1997 337 188 0.56 
1998 327 159 0.48 
1999 332 211 0.63 
2000 309 210 0.68 
2001 298 177 0.59 
2002 318 210 0.66 
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The Advertiser/The Sunday Mail 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 503 218 0.43 
1997 519 203 0.39 
1998 556 257 0.46 
1999 543 275 0.51 
2000 487 344 0.71 
2001 489 329 0.67 
2002 494 321 0.65 
 
 
The Daily Telegraph/The Sunday Telegraph 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 888 232 0.26 
1997 895 226 0.25 
1998 784 261 0.33 
1999 883 326 0.37 
2000 984 377 0.38 
2001 900 373 0.40 
2002 787 328 0.42 
 
 
The Courier-Mail/The Sunday Mail 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 695 287 0.40 
1997 633 306 0.48 
1998 699 338 0.48 
1999 724 434 0.60 
2000 740 402 0.54 
2001 712 363 0.51 
2002 712 387 0.54 
 
The Australian/The Weekend Australian 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 613 439 0.72 
1997 628 468 0.74 
1998 670 473 0.70 
1999 641 620 0.97 
2000 618 587 0.95 
2001 553 604 1.09 
2002 558 674 1.21 
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The Dominion-Dominion-Post 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1996 238 143 0.60 
1997 225 175 0.78 
1998 310 251 0.81 
1999 324 269 0.83 
2000 337 329 0.98 
2-01 319 303 0.95 
2002 341 277 0.93 
 
 
The Age/The Sunday Age 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1997 383 167 0.44 
1998 363 260 0.70 
1999 402 283 0.70 
2000 372 276 0.74 
2001 326 231 0.71 
2002 418 322 0.77 
 
 
The Sydney Morning Herald/The Sun-Herald 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1997 356 299 0.84 
1998 425 234 0.55 
1999 435 317 0.73 
2000 441 350 0.79 
2001 421 398 0.94 
2002 476 416 0.87 
 
The Australian Financial Review 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1997 261 72 0.27 
1998 275 63 0.23 
1999 287 83 0.30 
2000 299 159 0.53 
2001 284 144 0.51 
2002 318 157 0.49 
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The Canberra Times 
 
Year Total (00) Science Science % 
1997 230 224 0.97 
1998 242 223 0.92 
1999 252 216 0.86 
2000 157 143 0.91 
2001 224 251 1.12 
2002 203 275 1.35 
 
Discussion 
 
The results suggest a number of trends. The most significant and obvious trend is a general increase since 
1996 or 1997 in the number of science stories published in all papers, as well as a general increase in the 
number of science stories as a proportion of total editorial items. This general increase is not regular in any 
of the newspapers, all of which show variation in available news space, presumably as a result of economic 
fluctuations. The results also show that metropolitan broadsheets continue to place more emphasis on 
science stories than do the metropolitan tabloids and the single “broadloid”, Brisbane’s The Courier-Mail. 
It is clear from the survey that, even at its peaks, science news remains a minor component of Australian 
metropolitan and national daily newspapers. 
 
General increase in the number of science stories 
 
The proportionate content of science in 2002 of the newspapers studied was highest in The Canberra Times 
(1.35 per cent), followed by The Australian/The Weekend Australian (1.21 per cent), The Dominion-Post 
(0.93 per cent), The Sydney Morning Herald/Sun-Herald (0.87 per cent), and The Age/Sunday Age (0.77 
per cent). Then also ran The Mercury/Sunday Tasmanian (0.66 per cent), The Advertiser/Sunday Mail(0.65 
per cent), The Courier-Mail/Sunday Mail (0.54 per cent), The Australian Financial Review (0.49 per cent) 
and The Daily Telegraph/Sunday Telegraph (0.42 per cent).  
 
Comparison with overseas newspapers 
 
Comparable newspapers in other Western countries provide interesting comparisons with the figures 
obtained from Australian and New Zealand dailies. The five leading Australasian newspapers in terms of 
their proportion of science news may be compared with similar newspapers in the US, UK, Germany, 
Switzerland and France. Proportions for the New York Times range from 0.76 per cent in 1997 to 0.82 in 
2002. Corresponding proportions for The Washington Post are 1.08 and 0.74, for the San Francisco 
Chronicle 1.02 and 1.19, The Baltimore Sun 0.86 and 0.70 and Newsday 1.03 and 0.95. Corresponding 
figures for The Times of London are 0.64 and 0.62, The Guardian 0.71 and 0.81, and The Independent 0.85 
and 0.75. The German national daily Süddeutscher Zeitung returns 1.38 and 1.36, Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung 1.71 and 1.76, and the Swiss Neue Zürcher Zeitung 1.73 and 1.28. In France, Le Figaro’s 
proportion figures are 1.24 and 1.63, and Le Monde’s 2.72 and 2.8. Singapore’s Straits Times’s proportions 
are 0.37 and 1.1, while the New Straits Times, of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, returns 0.32 and 0.27.   
 
The four generalist, “popular” dailies at the lower end of the proportion scale also may be compared with 
other countries’ newspapers. The Spanish national El Pais has proportions of 0.56 in 1997 and 0.5 in 2002; 
the Italian daily La Stampa 0.37 and 0.47. In the US, The Chicago Tribune has 0.55 and 0.42, The Los 
Angeles Times 0.58 and 0.75 and the Cleveland Plain Dealer 0.70 and 0.38.   
 
The Australian Financial Review (0.27 to 0.49), whose business is business, may be compared with the 
UK’s The Financial Times (0.54 and 0.51) and France’s La Tribune (0.58 and 0.46). 
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Increases in proportion 
 
Not surprisingly, since it started from such a low base, the publisher of the fewest science stories showed 
the greatest proportional increases in the period. The Australian Financial Review increased the proportion 
of its science stories to total items by 81 per cent to a still minute 0.49 per cent from 1997 to 2002. This 
increase is calculated from an absolute annual increase of 118 per cent in the period. The Age/Sunday Age 
show the next highest proportional increase, their share of science stories growing by 75 per cent from 
1997 to 0.77 per cent, representing an absolute annual increase of 93 per cent. (Note, however, that the 
main increase occurs in the first year – 60 per cent  -- and thereafter is only 10 per cent from the 1998 
base).  The Daily Telegraph/Sunday Telegraph, also starting from a very low base, increased their 
proportional content by 68 per cent to 0.42 per cent in the six years from 1997. This rise represented an 
absolute increase of 45 per cent to just under 500 stories a year. The proportional increase over seven years 
for this pair was 62 per cent (absolute 45 per cent). Adelaide’s The Advertiser/Sunday Mail increased 
science’s proportion by 67 per cent to 0.65 per cent in the six-years to 2002, with an absolute increase of 58 
per cent (seven years, 74 and 51 per cent). The Australian/Week-end Australian have the fifth-highest 
increase in proportion for the standardised period, with a 64 per cent rise to 2002 to 1.21 per cent, 
representing an absolute annual increase of 44 per cent to more than 670 stories a year (seven-year values 
68 and 54). The Canberra Times, which in 1997 already had the highest proportion of any of the 10 with 
0.97 per cent, increased its proportion of science stories by 39 per cent in the six years to 1.35 per cent, 
from an absolute increase of 23 per cent. New Zealand’s The Dominion, which became The Dominion-Post 
in a 2002 Wellington merger, lifted its proportion of science stories by 19 per cent in the six years, on an 
absolute increase of 81 percent (seven years, 26 and 121 per cent). Hobart’s The Mercury increased its 
proportion by 18 per cent, with an absolute rise of 12 percent (seven years, 30 and 27 per cent), while The 
Courier-Mail (cited in Stephen Utick’s 1994 DITARD report as having particularly poor coverage of 
science and technology) rose proportionately 12.5 per cent on an absolute gain of 26 percent (seven years, 
35 and 35 per cent). The Sydney Morning Herald/ Sun-Herald, which began the six years with 0.84 per 
cent, only second in its proportion of science news to The Canberra Times, increased up to 2002 by just 3.6 
per cent, on an absolute increase of 39 per cent.       
 
Variation in proportions and absolute numbers 
 
Although all of the newspapers studied showed significant increases in their proportion of science stories, 
none demonstrated an unbroken upward progression. All were affected by variations in absolute numbers 
of science stories as well as by fluctuations in the “news hole” of their editorial sections. As White (1996) 
points out, economics dictate the amount of space available to editorial material.  
 
When advertising volumes are high, the space available for news stories, or the news hole, 
increases.  A newspaper or magazine can fluctuate in size markedly from issue to issue, depending 
on the state of the general economy and the season (p. 22).  
 
While not as extreme as those observed in many US newspapers, space fluctuations resulting from general 
and specific economic conditions are apparent in the Australasian dailies studied. All papers suffered 
abrupt declines of varying degree in editorial space in 2000-2001. These fluctuations bring out the fact that 
the proportion of science news (and other specialist news, such as education) is loosely related to the 
availability of space in the newspapers studied. Without subjecting the figures to correlation analysis, it 
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may be seen that annual content-to-total-space ratios   
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between science (education – another specialist area in many dailies -- is included here for comparison) and 
total editorial content are more or less parallel. However, it is notable that, although not all the papers with 
full-time science writers (Canberra Times, Australian, Courier-Mail, The Age and SMH) show science 
increasing despite falling space availability, three of them do. While The Canberra Times displays a close 
correlation between total items and science and education items in the decline of 2000-2001, the recovery 
of science in 2002 is against both other trends. The Australian also demonstrates science news’s continuing 
to oppose the negative trend in total items in 2002 while its education content goes with the flow. The SMH 
shows sustained growth against the total trend from the beginning of 1999 onwards. None of the papers 
without full-time science writers displays science content against the trend of negative total content or 
exceeding the rate of increased total content. 
 
The writers’ views 
 
Responding to inquiries about the treatment of science on their newspapers, all nominally full-time science 
writers noted that they faced fierce daily competition for space, although, as one put it, “ It’s really a battle 
all reporters face unless there’s some kind of really exaggerated prejudices.” These prejudices do, indeed 
exist, however, sometimes appearing as undisguised hostility, as another writer noted. Writers asserted that  
they frequently had developed strategies, such as the “page-three quirkies – space yarns and dinosaurs”, to 
claim whatever prominence they could in the news pages. Localising science stories from wire services and 
science journals such as Nature, Science or New Scientist was another stratagem. As one writer explained: 
 
“If I ignored them they would be run by the subs from wire copy alone or I would often be asked 
to rewrite them by the chief of staff in any case. Although I was uncomfortable about this since 
they were not stories I had found, it was better than getting nothing in the paper and I found if I 
did the leg work I could write a more accurate and better backgrounded piece which put the 
research in context.” 
 
All writers noted also the heavy pressure from newsroom executives to abandon science stories and to work 
in other areas, especially on breaking stories, to cover campaigns, such as the Olympics in 2000, or to fill 
staff shortages on night shifts. However, the most consistent theme among all the writers was the absolute 
importance of support from high executives for science writing. Editorship change– not infrequent at News 
Ltd papers – was pivotal in whether science flourished or floundered, one former writer, Stephen Brook, of 
The Australian, explained. It was “definitely a lot harder to get stories in” under a new editor who was “a 
lot less keen on science”. A second News Ltd writer said science’s success or failure in a paper depended 
on  
 
“. . .who the editor and editor-in-chief are and what they're interested in personally, what 
competing news and current events stories are on-going, say Olympics, war, drought, scandals, 
etc, ad nauseam, and the fact that science – however defined – is perceived largely as a frill for 
‘serious’ areas like politics, economics, business and sport.”  
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Science reporters start with a handicap in Australian papers, according to another, ”because there’s so little 
interest or support from chiefs of staff and night editors/chief subs”. 
 
“If those people don't push your yarns in conference the chances of them being run are slim. And 
at the end of the day the strong control editors have . . . means you really need an editor who is 
passionate about the subject to ensure it gets a good run. Science is rarely hard, breaking news, so 
you also need a commitment to run it which has been lacking in many editors apart from the odd 
one or two.” 
 
Canberra Times science editor Simon Grose has seen nothing but positives from a succession of editor 
changes on that paper, since science has had support from all of them.  
 
“Michelle Grattan (editor in 1994) wanted science and technology for a couple of reasons. First, 
there are a lot of science-literate people in the Canberra market, and Canberra has one of the 
highest education levels in the country. Second, it was seen as a healthy circulation-booster. With 
the newspapers-in-education idea, it was seen that teachers and students would get something out 
of it. Jack Waterford (Grattan’s successor) supported it all the way through. And when ownership 
changed to Rural Press the new editor had a look at the whole paper and after consideration he 
decided to keep it as it was.”  
 
Grose said he considered himself lucky to have had a designated broadsheet science page for almost 10 
years. “It rarely has an ad on it, so we’ve got space, which allows us a bit more depth and to run features 
and a weekly guest column.” Grose said the absence of advertising was also a potential hazard. 
“Advertising people’s eyes glaze over, and circulation people see it (the science page) as a ‘male’ thing, 
although I don’t see them trying to run sports-car ads on it.” He said the danger for science sections posed 
by advertising was apparent in the evolution of the SMH’s new Health and Science section, introduced in 
late 2002, which was “basically slipping into being a health and new cures section – not science”.    
  
Science’s place in the scheme of things 
 
Although the presence of science has made significant progress in Australian newspapers in the past 10 
years and more, it remains a fringe area. At its highest level of representation, in The Canberra Times, 
“real” science fails to account for even 1.5 per cent of the editorial material published. Although science in 
other guises or as elements of other editorial items may expand this level considerably, it does not 
challenge traditional areas for prominence. A comparison of news “genres” in the metropolitan or national 
dailies studied for this paper shows this clearly. Although only one year’s representation is shown here, any 
other year would provide a similar picture.  
 
2002 Sport % Politics % Police % Science % Education/ 
schools % 
Canberra Times 19 7.5 4.5 1.35 1.49 
Australian 23 8.5 9 1.21 0.87 
Dominion-Post 25 4 13.5 0.93 1.00 
SMH 38 13 10 0.87 0.71 
The Age 43 16 13 0.77 1.04 
Mercury 34 4 10 0.66 0.84 
Advertiser 54 6 13 0.65 0.93 
Courier-Mail 27 4 10 0.54 0.73 
AFR 9 23.5 5 0.49 0.23 
Daily Telegraph 33 3 11.5 0.42 0.63 
 
Conclusions 
 
Science news, though a minor component of newspapers’ editorial space in Australasia, is expanding 
steadily in all newspapers, but from a small base in some and from a very small base in others. “Serious” 
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broadsheets consistently contain more of what has been defined here as “real” science than the more 
“popular” tabloids or the “broadloid” Courier-Mail. This is exemplified in the contrast between the 
proportions of science news in The Canberra Times and The Australian/Weekend Australian, both of 
limited circulation, and the high-circulation Daily Telegraph and its Sunday companion. The proportion of 
such science content in Australasian metropolitan newspapers is comparable on several levels with the 
proportions in newspapers in other countries. While generally similar to the proportions in prominent US 
and UK newspapers, it is clearly lower that the levels in leading German and French newspapers. The 
proportions of science in national financial newspapers is very similar in Australia, Britain and France. 
 
The quantity of “real” science content is usually a reflection of the space available in newspapers as they 
respond to local or global economic conditions and consequent advertising content. When newspapers’ 
editorial space shrinks, so does the number of science stories. Exceptions to this rule in Australasia, 
although in only a minor way, have been the The Australian, The Canberra Times and The Sydney Morning 
Herald, all of which have designated science writers. Those in Australasia who are proponents of increased 
representation of science in the mass media are bound to remain dissatisfied by the proportions of editorial 
space devoted to science. The rate of increase in science items in Australasian newspapers has been rapid 
and is ongoing, but science’s share of editorial content appears unlikely ever to challenge traditional areas 
of news interest.       
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